
Maid Marian (The Female Horseman)

→  30 years old, from Redmond, Washington. 

Contrary to his nickname, he is a thirty-year-old man. 

He has not uttered a word in three days of Conifur: 

«Animals don’t talk either!» explains the organiser of the animal-human convention.

Will – Longtail Dancinghooves – (The Man with the Clogs)

→ 39 years old, has been fascinated by horses since childhood (to the point of having them 
tattooed all over his body). Originally from Kent, Washington, this car mechanic makes SM 
accessories and has designed his own his own clogs. «We’re not the ones who slip into the skin 
of animals  It’s not us who slip into the skin of animals, it’s the animals who occupy our human 
bodies».

 

Ralf – Strent – (The Wolf in Baggy)

→ 36 years old, engineer, made his way from Dreiech, Germany, 

passing his wolf costume in his suitcase.

 

Edward – Lion Of Yelm – (Lion)

→ 54 years old, has never been married, but has lived for 15 years 

with his lion Auroara. «When you are dressed as a lion, 

everyone wants to kiss you!»

 

Yvonne – Daisy – (Raccoon-Washer)

→ 30 years old, road and bridge engineer in Seattle. 

«Dressing as a raccoon is an escape from boredom. 

My husband loves to see me dress up»

 

Cheyenne – Thrashbear – (Baby in Rabbit Slippers)

→30 years old, concert stage manager in Colorado, 

sees herself as a four-year-old baby.



At first, it’s surprising. The lift door opens on each floor before you get to 
the lounge of the big hotel in Tacoma. And with each new arrival, you wonder 
if you’re really awake. The first one looks like an ordinary American in beige 
shorts, a baseball cap screwed on his head. But when he turns around, a big 
brown furry tail hangs from the back. And as the doors open and close, the 
nightmare only gets worse. Blue foxes with white bellies surround us, walk-
ie-talkies in their front paws, followed by a giant lizard in a gi suit. And then a 
horse in Victorian dress. And a horrible squirrel wagging its whiskers. Its tail 
rises to the ceiling of the cabin and sizzles under the halogens. The atmos-
phere quickly becomes unbreathable. 

There’s no point in trying to strike up a conversation. That’s the number one 
rule of furries: animals don’t talk, even if these ones are a bit special. They just 
nod, or fall into each other’s arms. Or scratch their backs for hours on end: it’s 
one of their most remarkable rituals, called ‘skritching’. It draws long sighs of 
ecstasy from them, accompanied by purring and grunting of all kinds. A brown 
bear in a Hawaiian shirt will say that he «sees it as a holiday». A temporary 
zoo where the residents would volunteer for a weekend to forget all about 
their miserable human existence. «Furries’: like fur. They were born in the 
mid-1980s from a split with the «Trekkies», the Star Trek fans who organise 
huge costume parties throughout the United States where everyone has to 
play one of the characters from the series. The furries, on the other hand, have 
chosen other models. They like all animals, furry, feathered and otherwise. The 
real ones, like lions or bears, but also those that populated the cartoons of 
their childhood: Mickey, Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck or Rox and Rouki. Even the 
Ninja Turtles. Also all those that their overflowing imagination could invent: 
unicorns with huge breasts, well-hung wolves and panthers languishing like 
pinups. A bestial love that makes them get under the skin of one of these 
animals.

Sitting behind his crate, Matt «Shandower» has been helping to organise 
one of the largest regional conventions of American furries for the past five 
years: the «Conifur Northwest», three days of menagerie in Tacoma’s largest 
hotel. Matt soberly displays his membership in the tribe: on his head, he has 
only two cat ears attached with a headband. «We have doctors, lawyers, 
artists, and guys who work in fast food restaurants. When you come here, 
you leave all that behind and enter a world of fantasy. Next to him, ‘Fox’ looks 
like a wise student. But he dreams of having his whole body covered in thick 
red hair. He takes a sheet of paper out of his pocket, scribbling a picture 
of a cartoon fox. «If surgery allowed it, that would be me,» he says without 
laughing. Coming from small towns, often shy, sometimes obese, these 
average Americans have in common that they are not part of the «norm». 
Repressed gays or shy straights, they grew up on cartoons, video games and 
manga. As adults, they choose to embody animals to which they give human 
qualities. «Me for the better», says «Lil’ Bryan», in a black suit, who walks the 
aisles with a cane in his hand. On his back are attached two disturbing black 
bat wings. His arrow-shaped tail hangs down to the ground: «I manage the 
stock of a large department store», he says, «I see myself as a dragon and a 
wolf at the same time». Because the dragon is strong and untamable and the 
wolf is clever and sociable. Others here choose to be rabbits, «because they 
are fast and agile», or deer, «because they are proud». Thanks to his avatar, 
Bryan now has «friends all over the world, as far away as England, Russia and 
Australia! And he has «broken his shell».

 The convention takes place once a year. In the hotel, where usually only 
passing vrp’s parade, we watch this extravagant Noah’s ark pass by. Of the 
450 participants, many arrive in cars already dressed up. Yvonne arrives from 
Seattle, 40 kilometres from the convention, dressed as a raccoon. «Most 
furries have a totem, an animal that has guided their choices since childhood. 
But I’m not sure. You can put anything in a raccoon! I feel more like a cat». 
Next to Yvonne, her husband is delighted. «I find it very sexy,» he admits, 
blushing. This is the other side of furries. The one that makes them so suspi-
cious of journalists, who have been passing them off for years as a bunch of 
loony fetishists. Yet in this fantasy world, which is above all a return to child-
hood, sex is not even an option. Cheyenne «Thrashbear» defines himself as a 
«babyfur», a baby furry: «I’m an adult in my head and a baby in my heart». He 
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sees himself as a four-year-old boy «with a driving licence». 
For this Denver concert manager, childhood is the golden 
age: «It means no sex, no bills, no rent or credit to pay. 
«Okay, a lot of people just come here to feel like family,» 
Bryan the Dragon admits with a smile. «But we’re all adults. 
So it’s also about flirting, just like everywhere else». The 
furries have their own ghetto: they are called «furverts», 
or furry perverts. James «Bluweasel» is very comfortable 
with the furvert label. Coming from Chicago, he’s got some 
well-placed orifices in his weasel suit. He wouldn’t miss 
the ball that closes each day for anything in the world. A 
hundred or so furries rub along to bad disco and Spinal 
Tap-style hard rock. Later, in the rooms, anything goes. «So 
what? We’re not hurting anyone,» James says. «For me it 
all started with Tex Avery cartoons. And Bugs Bunny turned 
me on more than the girls in Playboy! His wildest dreams 
came true when the 33-year-old graphic designer worked 
at Disney. «There, you live in a world of fantasy all the time. 
A lot of furries come out of those studios!

The most incredible thing about furries is not so much 
their need to dress up, nor their particular fetishism: it’s 
that a culture was born from this tribe, whose roots go 
back to Walt Disney before later flirting with Fritz the Cat, 
Robert Crumb’s obsessed cat, and mangas. Some of them 
even go back to Egyptian gods, to voodoo deities, half-birds 
half-men. And most of them refer to totems from shamanic, 
Mongolian or Amerindian religions. Today, these anthropo-
morphic animals serve as models for an armada of painters, 
draughtsmen and novelists, who can be found at Conifur. 
On small notebooks, they make a series of sketches, 
many of which have an overtly erotic content. Whether 
dreamlike or pornographic, these paintings can be found 
at an auction, the proceeds of which are used to protect 
ferrets or a sanctuary for North American wolves. While 
in a room on the ground floor, a dozen screens are playing 
a loop of cult films from the furries - Crin Blanc, King Leo 
to the recent Nemo - the stands are filled with collections 
of comics devoted to animal heroes, such as Beatrix the 
Cat, Morty the Dog or Captain Jack, a kind of Sylvester 
obsessed with Tweety. Genus, a magazine for adults, expli-
citly tells incredible stories about mouse-women who fool 
around with donkey-men. Even the Marsupilami is included. 
Easy to understand. «The tail», explains Fred Patten, whom 
everyone here respects as the historian of the furry move-
ment. «The tail is the most powerful animal symbol. So 
every furry must have at least one, and sometimes up to 
five! Fred has been writing furry short stories for more than 
ten years: «In the last one, the hero has such a big tail that 
he can’t sit down, and he gets it stuck in the door. Flat, red, 
black and plume tails, rat tails: 20 dollars.

Saturday night is the climax. The furries make a point 
of making their own costumes. The most relentless 

among them even take part in a marathon, the «Fursuit 
Challenge»: 48 hours to make a complete disguise. Simon 
makes his masterpiece: a mare’s outfit for a friend who is 
a bit strong and who giggles with pleasure at each fitting. 
A small fan is installed in the head of the beast, which is 
made of a metal mesh covered with fur. «Taking off your 
mask is taboo among the furries. If you don’t get organised, 
you can faint! Beside him, in front of his mirror, the lizard 
man prepares his rap number before going on stage while 
a dressed unicorn woman declaims obscure verses. The 
squirrel’s glasses are fogged up: behind him, for the last ten 
minutes, a purple bear has been skritching his back with 
application. The evening promises to be torrid.

Jean-Marc Barbieux


